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Conference summaries are perhaps best given by theorists. Two eminent

theorists attending this conference managed to evade this job, and the burden

fell on me (basically an experimentalist), probably because I have attended all

but the first of the four conferences in this series at Smolenice. I will not

attempt to summarize the conference; instead I will give some of my personal

impressions.

The main topics were nuclear reaction theory and neutron-induced reactions.

Specialized topics such as photon strength functions, level densities, effec-

tive interactions, clustering phenomena, 252Cf neutron emission, resonance

energy shifts due to chemical and temperature effects, and instruments were also

discussed. The organizers succeeded in their primary aim of maximizing the

interchange of ideas by fostering discussion among the attendees and minimizing

distractions.

The geographical distribution of the participants has widened with first-

time participation by scientists from Belgium and the People's Republic of

China. Also, for the first time, English was the lingua fvanoa throughout the

conference — which must have required extra effort and sacrifices on the part

of several speakers all of whom deserve our thanks.

A small-town newspaper in the United States of America survives by having a

policy of citing the names of all townspeople once or twice in .he paper each

year. I will follow this policy by invoking the names of all speakers at least

once during this talk, but surely my oral comments are gsrmane only to those who
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actually attended the conference. This written version vd.ll therefore be very

brief. 1 apologize in advance to any authors whose achievements do not receive

adequate weight or mention in thia subjective summary.

Weidenmuller explained how thts mean field theories (shell model and its

extensions) account nicely for avtsrage nuclear properties determined by the

dynamics of the system and how the fluctuations about this average can be simu-

lated successfully (Wigner repulsion, Dyson-Mehta A3 statistics, Porter-Thomas

distribution) in tenps of a Hand..1 ton!an consisting of a Gaussian orthogonal

ensemble. These fluctuations are generic (they are of the same type found In

classical chaotic systems) and are independent of the specific dynamics of the

nucleus. Then came his provocative punch line, "Fluctuations carry no informa-

tion and are therefore of limited physical interest." When I first heard this

statement and his "Hamiltonian with zero information," it reminded me of an

oxymoron — a contradiction in terms — like, for example, a "full-length

bikini*" Weidenmuller, however, went on to say that although fluctuations

carried no information content, it was nevertheless necessary to understand

their features. His final question, "To what extent do the fluctuations prevs.il

all the way down to the vicinity of the ground state?" led him to make a plea

for more experimental data, specifically for complete sets of levels with given

spin and parity. Nuclear spectroscopists should take special note of this plea.

Soioviev and Vdovin brought us back to earth by startiag with a full

Hamiltonian (one of the two famous Armenians invoked at the beginning of all

serious theory talks„ the other being Lagrangian) consisting o.c at least fine

terms. Soioviev and his colleagues have developed an effective and a powerful

method for describing the fragmentation of one-quasiparticle, two-quaeiparticle,

and one-phonon states within the framework of the quasiparticle-phonon model.

In general^ the wave function of a neutron resonance contains a large number of

components — and there are many resonances in a heavy nucleus. Fortunately

only a limited number of components is responsible for the absorption and emis-

sion of a neutron. Even then, the sheer amount of work involved in calculating

several nuclear properties (e.g., reduced transition probabilities, spectrosco-

pic factors, transition densities, strength functions, and cross sections) for a

wide range of nuclei must have been great. The agreement that Soioviev showed

between the calculated and experimental neutron strength functions (both s- and
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p-wave) was quite impressive. So confident is he about his calculations that

when the measured s-wave strength function in 124Te appeared to be three times

the calculated value, he started to question seriously the measurements!

While previous conferences in this series had dealt in great detail with the

master-equation, exciton-model approach to nuclear reaction theory, other

approaches and models that took direct processes explicitly into account (in

addition to the pracompound and compound contributions) were mentioned, but only

in passing. In the current conference, the tables were turned with a presenta-

tion by Tamura of the multistep direct-reaction theory, while the exciton model

appears to have taken a back seat, though, by no means, out of the picture (see,

for example, Kalka's contribution). Moreover, theories dealing with preequilib-

rium emission is bound to resurface in future conferences as the nuclear data

needs for fusion reactors increase. Towards the end of his talk, Tamura applied

the direct-reaction theory to describe the fusion between heavy ions through a

separation of the expression for the total reaction cross section into a direct

reaction part and a fusion part. Even though this separation was achieved by

phenomenologically choosing the range of integration, the procedure appears to

work well for the cases he showed (fusion of ^Ar + 122Sn, 58Ni + 61+Ni, and 58Ni.

+ 58Ni) and, therefore, merits further applications.

Nearly 30 years ago, Brink proposed that an El giant resonance can be built

on every excited state of the nucleus, and this resonance is similar in energy,

strength, and width to the classical El photoresonance built on the ground

state. This idea is contained in Brink's 1955 Ph.D. thesis (Oxford University),

and this thesis is probably the reference that is most often cited in nuclear

physics literature without the person citing it having ever actually seen it or

read it. The verification of Brink's hypothesis via the (p,y) reaction was

reported by Szeflinski, and this hypothesis was also mentioned by Lone in con-

nection with the photon strength function. Brink's idea was incorporated long

ago into neutron-resonance-capture theory, but in recent years this idea has

found new applications in heavy-ion radiative capture.

Chr.ien's presentation at this conference together with his article in the

Proceedings of the 1982 Smolenice Conference will provide an interested reader

with an excellent introduction to the neutron-resonance-averaging technique. He



has repeatedly stressed that a proper application of this technique requires not

only a careful analysis of the data but also a proper fluctuation analysis.

While useful spectroscopic information may be provided by such data for A < 100

nuclei — Chrien even provided a rationale for studying a nucleus with no reso-

nance in the averaging window — it is also clear that the extraction of

reliable Jn information requires an s-wave average level spacing of typically

12 eV in connection with the Sc filter. Fortunately, more than 25% of the

stable nuclei between Mo and Pb possess such close level spacings at thelr

neutron separation energies.

The study by Rohr of the level density of compound resonances gives two

results which may be important for cross-section predictions — the first, the

pairing energy changes with excitation energy. Iv. general, in agreement with

theory, the pairing energy is lower at the neutron separation energy, but there

is also an apparent breakdown of the pairing correlation for several nuclei

around A « 100 and A •= 170. The second results is that th : influence of collec-

tive motion on the level density at the neutron separation energy is negligible.

The latter is an empirically derived result that may be questioned because pre-

vious theoretical calculations have predicted significant enhancements of the

order of o^ (where a is the spin cut-off factor) in the level density of

deformed nuclei as compared to spherical nuclei res 'ting from collective

effects. If Rohr is correct, his second result would simplify considerably the

description of the level density at high excitation energy.

At the neutron-separation energy, it is cu3tomary to assume equal level den-

sity values for levels of a given spin but of opposite parities. In the 1982

Smolenice conference, Antalik showed, through calculations for nuclei in the f-p

shell, that this assumption is valid only at energies much higher than the

neutron-separation energy. During a poster session at the current meeting, he

showed that this unequal parity distribution can nicely explain the gamma com-

petition In the continuum of 56Fe.

A survey of the most recent measurements of (n,p) and (n,a) reactions with

thermal and resonance neutrons was given by Wagemans. An Interesting general

comment to be made is the shift in motivation for the various experiments.

Unlike the older experiments which were motivated mainly by basic physics

interests or by nuclear technology requirements, the more recent work is
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influenced very strongly by nucleosynthesis. In particular, the explosive

nucleosynthesis calculations require data on the 26Al(n,p), 33S(n,a), ^Kfn.p),
40K(n,a), 41Ca(n,p), and H1Ca(n,a) reactions to remove discrepancies between

observed and calculated abundances of some rare isotopes.

Many, many examples of experimental data were shown during the meeting.

Rapaport showed some beautiful nucleon elastic-scattering data and explained how

the isovector effective interactions could be deduced from them. Cvelbar's

review of fast neutron capture, replete with experimental details, brought back

memories of talks by Drake and Longo in the earlier Smolenice conferences.

Wasson's talk on neutron detection was followed by great Interest by many atten-

dees because he was dealing with a bread-and-butter problem for experimen-

talists. A particular experimental result presented at this meeting however

stands out clearly in my mind. Already, during the 1982 Smolenice meeting, the

Dresden group had presented experimental results that indicated the presence of

a hard (>20-MeV neutron energy"* component of fission neutrons from 252Cf. This

result was greeted with some skepticism then because the measurements are dif-

ficult indeed. During the latest meeting, Sei'liger presented new results which

confirm the earlier observations. A clear theoretical explanation for these

high-energy neutrons is still lacking. In this connection, it is interesting to

note that a multiparameter measurement of the ^^Cf prO]npt fission spectrum is

currently under way at Geel, Belgium, as described by Knitter. It is expected

that this experiment will be able to gi^i an independent check of the excess of

fast neutrons observed in the Dresden measurements.

I have touched — and only briefly at that — on but a fe\» of the topics

discussed at the 1985 Snolenice conference. These Proceedings constitute a much

more complete record of what transpired. In conclusion, I wish to express my

deep appreciation, i^ which I am sure the conferees will all join, to the orga-

nizers, and especially to Jozef Kristiak, for making the gigantic and thoughtful

effort which made this conference a very fruitful scientific gathering. I have

been instructed by the organizers» in turr\, to invite all of you to come back to

the next Snsolenice meeting in three years' time. Until then .<,..


